OPEN SCRIPT-- >
LAURA_ AkiÓ-> popcorn
Hi!!!
See my trolley?
It's my Foodi Truke!!! Just another reflection of the CRISIS
The situation here in Brazil is so bad that I needed to do
something ...so here I am with my trolley -->Truke
Yeah, looks now everyone is talking about the same thing…

CRISIS

back and forth ---

Economic --> political --> ecological
In the end this whole crisis reflects our INTERNAL

CRISIS!

The scarcity of natural resources is nothing else than the scarcity of our
subjectivity….
That’s why this lack of air everywhere I go….
It´s because it´s lacking art! It´s lacking magic! It´s lacking mystery,
ritual, myth ... It´s lacking fantasy----->because I really believe that
the way I dress helps me exercise the other of myself…
Yes, my dear.. it lacks madness,
but not this madness I see wandering around ...
It lacking the crazyness which cures...
Not this illness, this herd of tie-wearing people -->suited
-->Internal--> self-interned!

Sleek black shoes which don't know
the street ways to go on......
These are the people in the dining room1. The maidenlike
housewives2!

Making a lot of noise with their pots3!!
1
Reference to the song “Panis et Circenses” of the 60s brazilian band, the Mutantes.

2
Reference to a magazine story title about the actual brazilian President’s wife, Ms.
Marcela Temer.

3
In the current Brazilian political overview, those against the Government of the current
removed President, Ms. Dilma Roussef, demonstrating their dissatisfaction by hitting pots during
the political time slot on TV.

Excuse me, but for me pot is still a food manufacturing
So, instead of using it to make noise...let's eat!!!!
but first,

some MAGIC !
See this bag of corn grain??

ABRACADRABRA
Now, everyone will be in the same bag. I, you, he, she, the
maidenlike housewives Everyone is a corn grain of the same
bag ... and from the bag now are going to the same pot.

Now, all we need is FIRE!!
--> FIRE stolen and given to us by
Prometheus' hands --> FIRE of Surya -->Indra --> Xangoooo4.-->
Apollo’s FIRED burning arrow.-->FIRE of the Phoenix, that from its
ashes reborn.-->

FIRE2 transform
HARD CORN GRAIN

2Takes out all these people from their kernel, dissolving ties and
suits and any other type of shell.
Because everyone here has their shell, me, you, them -->everyone
has one carcass, even if its thin ... That’s why I am starting a fire!!

S e tting f re in e ve ry b od y !!!

Right-wing<--->left-wing;
everybody here -->everybody

myopic children of democracy
which don't see that right and left is part of the same body, and
now in the same pot!!!
This passionate rivalry between revolutionary and reactionary is the
gas for my fire!!

4
Entity of Candomblé, Afro-Brazilian religion

And they, the maidenlike, who temer5, better yet, fear the power of
the life of the relationship of the body, will have to relate in my pot!!!

--> SHAKE--> DANCE--> MOVE
--> yes --> CHANGE people!
All hard corn grain turning into white flower! Turning point —

POPCORN !!
6

7

White flower of Oxalá ! E BABA !
Well, I’m sorry, you can call it whatever you want --> Buddha -->
Jah --> Allah 4 me it doesn't matter.
We call Entity even the members of the Government --> Judge -->
Mayor --> President --> Prime Minister --> Police --> we call even the
policy an Entity!!
Oh, my dear friends, do me a favor --> Let be ourselves our own
Entities!

POPCORN in flower

--> SHAKE--> DANCE--> MOVE
--> yes --> CHANGE people!
Here the only state is

the state of transformation!!
What about the Party8??
Well my heart is a party heart 9, and the illusions…
Ahhh, the illusions are still latent...

SMS--- CapitaliSM,
MonetariSM, NeoliberaliSM, CommuniSM, PopuliSM,
TotalitarianiSM, NacionaliSM. RacismiSM. FeminiSM.
It’s our

Divisions, although some of them feed hopes of parts sum ...

But here my dears, in this melting pot, has no such a thing,

everyone is together, all grain of corn
5
Reference to the Brazilian actual President, Michel Temer, which the word “temer”, in
Portuguese, means “to fear”, in present tense.

6
Entity of Candomblé, Afro-Brazilian religion

7
Also in Candonblé, means a reference to the “Father”.

8
Political Party

9
Referring to “broken heart”

=

different, li ke all!!

b ut

White flag, love!! Here in this pot the flag is white!!!!
Are you listen that??
This are the sound of hard grain corn transforming in

POPCORN !!
Yeah gradually, the conservatives, which conserve themselves in
the division, start popping up the thoughts and 2transform...
transforming themselves in POPCORN

!!

-->understanding the equation of sum and

multiplication of the life!!
But you will see that despite all the
the

fire,

pressure,

the
not everyone here dropped their carcass.

noise

There's still people of so hard carcass that it’s not
worth the effort.
So, Cazuza10, I'm sorry, but in this case -->
´leftovers and scraps do not interest me´
Those hard and burned corn grains will be thrown in the trash
and the rest??

Well, the rest is white flower, food 4 the spirit and
soul..

So let´ s eat --> Incorporatng, te only
constant-transformation!!!

10
Brazilian 80s singer. Part of his song - 'leftovers and scraps do not interest me'

